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1. Kirchner + Robrecht management consultants: short introduction
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For over 20 years, Kirchner + Robrecht advises top management in
media enterprises
Facts and Figures
• Founded

1993

• German locations

Berlin, Rhein-Main, Munich

• Business segments

Consulting media enterprises
Consulting corporate publishing

• Main competencies

Digital media, cross-media publishing, publishing processes and
organisation, publishing and production technologies, new business
models, customer relationship management

• Customers

Small to large enterprises in Germany and abroad

• Manpower

18 permanent employees, among them specialists and former
executive staff with long-time expertise in consulting and publishing
A large network with consultants and service providers in case of
special issues
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From strategy to implementation – Kirchner + Robrecht takes
responsibility for reaching Your goals
Kirchner + Robrecht: Specialist Areas

Efficiency
Consolidation

Growth
Innovation

Strategies and business
models
• Strategies for enterprises,
business segments, products,
market development, sales,
technology and systems
• Market analysis/evaluation
• New business models and
business planning
• Development of new business
units
• Customer relationship
management
• Roadmap enterprise
development
• Core business consolidation

Structures and processes

Tools and technologies

• Future orientation and
optimisation of Your business
organisation
• Innovation management
• Organisation development,
change management
• Product management
• Process optimisation, reducing
process costs and technology
costs
• Cooperation management,
networking
• Due diligence, M & A
• Sourcing, outsourcing

• Technology and systems
selection and implementation
• Concepts for running
technologies
• IT-audit (IT-strategic
guidelines, system landscapes,
CRM and ERP, infrastructure,
services, projects,
organisation)
• Project management tools and
methods
• Controlling and KPI systems

Project management, interim management, coaching, training
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Kirchner + Robrecht supports customers in all relevant fields – from
vision and strategy to the certification of printing presses
Service Areas

Developing Strategies

Improving Processes

Planning Investments

Optimising Quality

Assessments and Reports

Further Services
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In the field of production Kirchner + Robrecht supports several market
leaders in the media and publishing industry worldwide
References Examples

Anandabazar Patrika,
India

Lensing Druck,
Germany

Okaz,
Saudi Arabia

ABP is the biggest newspaper
publisher in Calcutta. They produce
high volumes of ABP and Telegraph

The printing plant is part of a goup
and located in Dortmund. They
produce the daily newspaper Ruhr
Nachrichten and external orders

Okaz is a leading newspaper publisher
in the Kingdom of Saudi-Arabia that
operates a innovative printing plant in
Jeddah using different printing
processes

Mediaprint,
Austria

Mediaworks,
Hungary

WAN-IFRA,
Switzerland

Mediaprint is Austria's leading
news-publisher and the biggest
newspaper production and logistics
company. They mainly produce
titles of Kronen Zeitung and Kurier

The leading publisher in Hungary,
Mediaworks has a national and
regional focus at the same time. The
printing plant in the harbour of
Budapest can handle high volumes

Kirchner + Robrecht is member of
WAN-IFRA and executes consulting
projects on behalf of the World
Association of Newspapers and
News Publishers around the globe
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Moritz Schwarz – our specialist for newspaper production has realised
over 200 projects in his production consulting career
Profile Moritz Schwarz
● Engineer for Print-Production Technology (Master of Science)
● Since June 2014: Senior Consultant at Kirchner + Robrecht management
consultants, Consultant in several projects for media companies
● Professional background
 Research associate at the Fraunhofer Institute for Computer
Graphics (Darmstadt) focusing on computer integrated
manufacturing (CIM) in print production: CIP3 PPF, CIP4 JDF/JMF
 CTO, Bauer Media Group (Barleben Printing Centre)
Responsible for IT and all production departments in six subcompanies producing the daily newspaper Volksstimme and the
free-sheet General Anzeiger in a very lean production plant
 Senior Consultant, Consulting Manager, WAN-IFRA (Darmstadt)
worldwide mission as production expert, coordination of projects
and experts staff
Auditor of WAN-IFRA Certification, responsible for the consulting
department
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Know-how, experience, personality: Kirchner + Robrecht helps
managing change with more success
Why Kirchner + Robrecht
• We see consulting as a partnership with
our customers. We try to share our
knowledge and take responsibility for the
realization of recommendations and
projects

• Our team combines diverse employees
with the perfect combination of specialist
knowledge and practical experiences and
offers the right expert for every problem
• With more than 20 years experience
Kirchner + Robrecht is one of the leading
top-management consulting company in
the media and publishing sector
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2. Press and Mailroom Retrofit: Reasons and Strategy Options

Retrofit Support Services
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The production and logistics of newspapers face some important
challenges
Challenges for Production and Logistics

Mergers &
Acquisitions

Declining
Circulation

Printing

Minimum wage
and legal
framework

Shrinking
advertising
revenues

Need for
investments

New
business
areas

Market

Business
Model of
the printing
plant

Utilization
of the
delivery
network

Outsourcing
and
Cooperation
models

Logistics
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Selling high-end rotary presses declined from boom-year 2005 to 2014
by -87%. The investment-/retrofit-decision are affected strongly
Press Market
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Maintaining safe production is only possible with stable machinery.
Publishers and CEOs avoid print investment risks
Retrofit reasons

Investment Issues

Technical Issues

● Often existing machinery still meets the
basic requirements (format, color,
capacity, speed)
● Retrofit extends machinery lifetime for
10 years
● Management and publisher want to
minimize risks and investments
● Manufacturer market consolidation
● There is no production strategy

● Obsolete components
● Surprise messages from suppliers
because sub-supplier parts are canceled
● High spare-part prices
● Closed box systems instead of open
industry standards
● Machinery safety regulations
● Outdated software and its hardware
requirements
● Missing knowledge about legacy systems

RETROFIT
Retrofit Support Services
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Using an experienced consultant has several advantages for getting a
retrofit project done
Support Benefits

● Experience with different manufacturers and technologies
● Neutral position within the company and to suppliers
● Minimize costs with an adequate, customized retrofit
concept
● Faster decision making
● Professional project management during realization phase

reduces risks of technical problems (software update …)
during and after the project

Retrofit Support Services
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3.1 Retrofit Support Services – Customer Example 1

Retrofit Support Services
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A major European newspaper publisher with several print plants has to
decide on retrofitting own machines, investing, or outsourcing
Example 1: Central Europe
● Printing in own printing plants
● Presses are mechanically still good,
meet production requirements but
need electronic retrofit

● Some retrofits had to be executed
already to secure production

● Technical Director asks for massive
investments and publisher-decisions

● Mailroom equipment needs
mechanical and electronical retrofit

● Delivery times could be improved
with more regional plants

● High labor costs

● Automation can reduce labor costs

● Declining circulation/market

● Management has to deal with many
other topics and projects

● Limited product-variety
● Union dependency

● Important long term decision
needed soon

For limited time external support with profound production- and logisticsknowledge is needed
Retrofit Support Services
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K+R has developed a package of 6 modules for developing the right
production strategy; getting an good overview is the first step
Strategy Development Modules
Module 1

Assessment of
Production and
Logistics

Module 4

Scenarios for the
production area
Logistics and
delivery
scenarios

Module 2

Market analysis,
forecasting and
future product
requirements

Module 5

Preparation/
Support of
strategic decisions

Module 3

Vision and
objectives for
production and
logistics

Module 6

Realisation
planning and
support

Strategy for
production
and logistics
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The overview collected in module 1 is the basis for developing a retrofit
concept
Module 1 Content
Module 1

Analysis areas
● Mechanics and electronics:

Assessment of
Production and
Logistics

o KBA
o Ferag
● Production and logistics:

o Operational excellence
o Organizational design
o Productivity
o Costs

K+R Methods
● 3 experts doing on-site
audits, checking machinery,
spare parts sources, and
maintenance routines
● 1 specialist studying
production planning and
observing productions
● 1 logistics and distribution
specialist doing interviews
● Benchmarking analysis after
collecting production- and
distribution-data

Retrofit Support Services
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To determine retrofit costs and possibilities an machinery audit was
done first
Analysis Example: Press and Mailroom Mechanics
● Check typical mechanical press problems:
o Corrosion and wear of spray bars,
o Folder control-curves,
o Cylinder gears,

o Bearing,
o Triangle nose, …
● Evaluate mailroom mechanics:
o Wear of plastics and soft-metals

Retrofit Support Services
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The electronic analysis of obsolete components included analysis of
potential retrofit variants and individual risk assessments
Analysis Example: Press Console

Situation

LS Controller
ABB Dell XP
Professional

Retrofit-Variants

EOL*

Spares
on stock/
Consump
tion p.a.

Risk

LS Controller ABB
Dell XP Professional

4 /na

High
Windows XP

LS-Router NW
Cisco Catalyst3524

na/na

High

LS Controller
EAE

na/na

State of the art

* End Of Life
Retrofit Support Services
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The retrofit concept created by external experts and in-house staff
presented a safe solution with minimal costs for the next years
Results Example 1: Audit Summary
Machine

Commander

● Machinery audit:
o Press mechanics

OK

o Press electronics

Production Planning System
electronics

o Press automation level

Operator Consoles

EOL

Paster mechanics

Ok

Paster electronics

EOL

Print Units mechanics

Ok

Print Units electronics

EOL

Superstructure mechanics

Ok

Superstructure electronics

EOL

Folder mechanics

Ok

Folder electronics

EOL

o Mailroom mechanics
o Mailroom electronics
o Potential mailroom automation
Investment in palletizers

Retrofit Support Services
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The press retrofit can be combined with an upgrade improving the
automation level by reducing manning and improving quality
Results Example 1: Audit Summary
● Machinery audit:
o Press mechanics
o Press electronics
o Press automation level

o Mailroom mechanics
o Mailroom electronics
o Potential mailroom automation
Investment in palletizers

Retrofit Support Services
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While checking Ferag machinery retrofit our expert advised to upgrade
the mailroom functionality using automatic palletisers
Results Example 1: Audit Summary
● Machinery audit:
o Press mechanics
o Press electronics
o Press automation level

o Mailroom mechanics
o Mailroom electronics
o Potential mailroom automation
Investment in palletizers

Retrofit Support Services
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Benchmarking created many interesting KPIs*; this exercise lead to
substantial cost reductions in one plants plate-making department
Results Example 1: Plate Costs
● Productivity- and costs-benchmarking
● Material costs example: € per plate in relation to quantity

!
Plant A
* Key Performance Indicators

Plant B

Plant C
Retrofit Support Services
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In order to find the right strategy in shortest possible time a project
team with customer-staff and K+R-consultants was formed
Strategy Project Modules
Module 1

Module 2

Assessment of
Production and
Logistics

P

Module 4

Scenarios for the
production area
Logistics and
delivery
scenarios

Market analysis,
forecasting and
future product
requirements

Module 5

Preparation/
Support of
strategic decisions

Module 3

Vision and
objectives for
production and
logistics

Module 6

Realisation
planning and
support

Strategy for
production
and logistics
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A variety of trends and issues had to be studied to develop a solid,
future-proof concept for production and distribution
Challenges in the Print Channel
2

3
Cost pressures on
pagination, format
and frequency

4
Business model of
printing plant

Regionalization

1

5

Development of own
and third party work

Outsourcing- and
collaboration
possibilities

Challenges for
Production and
Logistics

10

6
Manufacturer
market

Changing local
regulations
9

7

8
New business
opportunities in
logistics

Innovation peak
is over

Participation on
technological
developments
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Retrofit Support Services – Customer Example 2
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A newspaper publisher owns a 16 year old press; WAN-IFRA/K+R
experts support the retrofit project from begin until acceptance
Example 2: Goss Retrofit
● Universal 50: mechanics still ok
● Extension of some units cause mixture
of components age
● Several spare parts are canceled
some are available in the warehouse
● Goss France site closures
● Allan Bradley I/O modules and
controls, Harland Simon consoles
● Machine-oriented operation
● Missing functions: ink-key preset,
automatic register control, softproof
● High production manning

● Manufacturer situations are vague
● Retrofit level and method needs to be
defined for all electronics components
● Waste and quality level can be
improved with functional upgrades
● Strategic decision for one
manufacturer
● New mind-set for printers (productorientation operation=Training)

Project set-up support, installation supervision, acceptance testing
Retrofit Support Services
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At the project beginning a components inventory was done; offers were
compared with different categories
Comparison of Retrofit Offers
● Evaluate manufacturer situation
● Productivity and usability study
● Components inventory list (57 electronic components and functions)
o Availability:
- customer storage
- manufacturer
- market
o Risk assessment
o Retrofit options:
- Exchange
- Puzzle/Harvesting
● Price, timing, guaranties;

Evaluation Table Electronic Components

Retrofit Support Services
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All components have to be evaluated:
quantity in storage, available in market, EOL, risk, retrofit options
Examples of Components to be checked
● Drive:
o DIAX 3

● Reelstands:
o Control Module Siemens S5

o DIAX4

o I/O Modules AB Flex

o Encoder

o Drive Bosch Rexroth

o Motor
o Bosch Rexroth CLC/PPC
● Network:
o Switch 3c 4200
o Cables: Control Desk to Unit to Folders
to Reelstands

● Dryer:
o Gas dryer MEGTECH
● Other features:
o Oil temperature monitoring
o Air pressure display

● In-/Outfeed:
o In-/Outfeed I/O
o In-/Outfeed Drive

Retrofit Support Services
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All components have to be evaluated:
quantity in storage, available in market, EOL, risk, retrofit options
Examples of Components to be checked
● Quality Server:
o Hardware

● Unit Controller:
o AB Z808 and PN859

o SW Operating System

o Unit coupler

o Application SW

o CPU Controller AB

● Press Consoles:
o Auxiliary Desk
o Controller Hardware
o Application Software
o Operating System
● Gateway PC Control/Unit
● Service PC

o I/O Modules 4high
o I/O Modules 2high
● Folder:
o Unit coupler
o CPU Controller AB
o I/O Modules
o Drive controller
o Motor-Encoder
o Motor

Retrofit Support Services
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A comparison list with a total of 57 issues was developed for comparing
the offers
Evaluation Table: Issues 1–17
No. Item

Storage

Available Retrofit

EoL

#

#

in Market Option
1

Quality Server:

no

Exchange

P

2

Hardware

no

Exchange

P

3

SW Operating System

Exchange

P

4

Application SW

Exchange

P

5

Press Consoles:

Exchange

6

Auxiliary Desk

7

Controller Hardware

8

Application Software

9

Operating System

10

Gateway PC Control/Unit

11

Service PC

12

Unit Controller:

13

AB Z808 and PN859

no

Puzzle*

14

Unit coupler

yes

Exchange

15

CPU Controller AB

yes

Exchange

16

I/O Modules 4high

yes

Puzzle

10

10

17

I/O Modules 2high

yes

Puzzle

2

2

no

Exchange

P

1

5

5

5

5

1

1

8

8

Exchange
Exchange

P

1

P

P

12
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After technical audits happened and the retrofit contract was signed
implementation supervision and acceptance testing follow(ed)
Retrofit Services
● Technical audits:
o Mechanics
o Electronics
o Productivity

o Quality
● Improvement and replacement advice
● Neutral comparison of manufacturer offers
● Realization support:

o Contract definitions (quality, service level, performance, guarantees)
o Time planning
o Installation supervision
o Acceptance testing

Retrofit Support Services
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After technical audits happened and the retrofit contract was signed
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During commissioning it is important to check the installed hardware
and how it is set-up
Installation Supervision
● Check if state of the art hardware is installed
● Check how installation was executed

Opening door
harms cabling

Cabling
should use
available
spare access

Retrofit Support Services
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All functionalities are tracked within ongoing project management
Project Management
Projektmanagement
● Installation of components and function-availabilities
are checked in an open item list
Console
Date
Quality

Console 1
7.5.

Deviation

Status Console 2
ok
7.5.

Sidelay register
Circumferential register
Inkzone
Dampener
Dampener curve
Dampener max (Überfeuchten)
Inkductor

open
open
open
open
open
open
open

press control functions

open

Console 3

Console 4

8.6.
open

open

open

Retrofit Support Services
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Acceptance testing includes performance tests and functional checks;
some tests are based on IFRA’s Press Acceptance Guideline*
Acceptance Testing
● Quality controls (ink, water, register settings) work correctly
● All web path and redundancy path have to be available
● Security stops must always work

* IFRA Special Report 1-2008

Retrofit Support Services
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Acceptance testing of new camera systems include print quality and
adjustment-speed checks
Acceptance Testing
● Quality development over time

● Color variation assessment

Retrofit Support Services
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Contact to Kirchner + Robrecht GmbH
Berlin Office
Martin-Buber-Str. 18
14163 Berlin, Germany
Tel. +49. 30. 88 03 39 4-0
Rhein-Main Office
Burgstraße 3
63755 Alzenau, Germany
Tel. +49. 6023. 94 35 3-0
Munich Office
Oettingenstr. 25
80538 München, Germany
Tel. +49. 89. 72 63 12 5-60
www.kirchner-robrecht.de
www.newspaper-production.com
info@kirchner-robrecht.de
Retrofit Support Services
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